
MAC FORENSICS

While the amounts of data in typical digital forensic cases today is a lot different than it was several years ago, the
amount of time most investigators have to do.

You will notice that there are some data point clusters around DC, Chicago and Portland as expected â€” but
there are a few scattered data points in the Midwest. When I visualized the locationd data, I saw some
interesting outliers. Best of any course I've ever taken. It worked greatâ€¦for routined data, but there was
something missing. Drop me a note! While I have found routined data points to be far more accurate,
locationd on the other hand does have its oddities. Case sensitivity is apparently thing in Pythonâ€¦my bad. I
love the idea of being able to bring home and review. These locations tend to be kept for less time. Most of the
locationd output is kept for about a week. In the future I might attempt to pair these up for KMZ support. In
addition to traditional investigations, the course presents intrusion and incident response scenarios to help
analysts learn ways to identify and hunt down attackers that have compromised Apple devices. These are good
examples of not completely believing and relying on what you see in the data. I can only imagine forensics
cases relying heavily on this data. Just north of that is the Pentagon and Arlington Cemetery. This one has a
few more outliers that I have a hard time explaining. The increasing popularity of Apple devices can be seen
everywhere, from coffee shops to corporate boardrooms. Students comfortable with Windows forensic
analysis can easily learn the slight differences on a Mac system - the data are the same, only the format differs.
It may be hard to see in the screenshot but the airport to the right near the Potomac is DCA. Eric Mak, Google
Digital forensic and incident response investigators have traditionally dealt with Windows machines, but what
if they find themselves in front of a new Apple Mac or iDevice? Well, turns out I need to test better. Advanced
Intrusion Analysis and Correlation: How to determine how a system has been used or compromised by using
the system and user data files in correlation with system log files. What about the cellular and Wi-Fi locations
that are stored in databases? Dealing with these devices as an investigator is no longer a niche skill - every
analyst must have the core skills necessary to investigate the Apple devices they encounter. I should note this
is not inclusive of workout locations. This requires additional investigation. The intense hands-on forensic
analysis and incident response skills taught in the course will enable analysts to broaden their capabilities and
gain the confidence and knowledge to comfortably analyze any Mac or iOS device. I do not remember for sure
if my device was in Airplane Mode, but this may be an artifact of potentially being able to access cell towers
during my flight. Those are a bit different as they are stored as separate records, one for latitude and one for
longitude. User Activity: How to understand and profile users through their data files and preference
configurations. Forensicate Differently! Acquisition fundamentals are the same with Mac and iOS devices, but
there are a few tips and tricks that can be used to successfully and easily collect Mac and iOS systems for
analysis. All students are strongly encouraged to attend. A computer forensic analyst who completes this
course will have the skills needed to take on a Mac or iOS forensics case.


